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L'ARCHIPEL
young audience / ages 3 - 5 years
A coproduction with Le Vivier

Presented by Le Vivier in their Winter Season 2021, and as part of Festival
Casteliers (Montreal, Canada), Percussion Ensemble SIXTRUM will guide their
youngest audience members in an exploration of their archipelago of a
thousand sounds.
Created as a voyage of musical creation through a universe made up of
percussion instruments, L’Archipel aux mille sons proposes a meandering
journey throughout the islets of a thousand sounds in the form of a series of
musical tableaux linked by the themes of wind and water.
Throughout the journey, the three percussionists will move from one
imaginary islet to the next, pausing on each so the young explorers may
investigate and discover the intimate, yet exuberant music exhibited
through different aspects of contemporary percussion. Beginning with
object theatre, we see the hands of the percussionists appear and disappear
as they play very small instruments in a castle of geometric shapes; moving
on to a land of metal where cymbals and tuned metal tubes float in the air
and evoke constellations of the cosmos; next to the realm of light and
shadow where hands return to create Chinese shadow puppets on the
heads of frame drums, and finally arriving at a makeshift hut, which we
imagine sits on an isolated beach where the musicians and young explorers
will move together to the driving rhythms of the dance.
This project was made possible thanks to the support of the Conseil des arts
et des lettres du Québec as part of the Vivier's youth program.
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Since 2007, Sixtrum Percussion has been devoted to developing a rich and vibrant
percussive universe. Through dozens of collaborations with Canadian and
international composers and hundreds of concerts, the ensemble has established a
signature in contemporary percussion in Montreal and abroad.
Highlight international festival performances include Printemps des Arts, Monte
Carlo; Présences – Radio France, Paris, FR; Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival, Becket,
MA (O’Vertigo/SMCQ); opening night concert at the Percussive Arts Society
International Convention “PASIC15”, San Antonio, TX, and the World Premiere of
Rythmopolis 2018, Montreal, QC. Sixtrum was recently awarded a Prix Opus – Event
of the year for Rythmopolis (2018-19), a Coup de coeur from the Académie CharlesCros (FR) for the CD De la percussion, and a Montreal English Theatre Award for
''Outstanding Contribution to Theatre'' for the sound design of Angélique.
***
Sixtrum Percussion is in residence at the Faculty of Music of the Université de
Montréal, and is supported by the Conseil des Arts de Montréal, the Conseil des Arts
et des Lettres du Québec, and the Canada Council for the Arts.
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